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Disclaimer

The contents of our pages were created with great care. Before posting any information on its website, 
www.build-your-vision.eu, Andreas Mielke makes reasonable efforts to carefully examine and update its
content.

However, Andreas Mielke neither warrants that the information given on his website is always updated,
topical, accurate, or complete. Referring to 7 par. 1 of the German Tele-Media Act (TMG), as a service
provider we are responsible for our own content on this website. A liability of Andreas Mielke for any
damage whatsoever which has been caused by the use or non-use of the information provided on this
website, or by the use of inaccurate or incomplete information provided hereon, is hereby excluded unless
willful intent or gross negligence is given.

According to 8 to 10 of TMG, we are not obligated to monitor third party information provided or stored
on our Web site. Obligations to remove or block the use of information under general law remain
unaffected. A liability in this regard, however, is only possible from the date of knowledge of a specific
infringement. Upon notification of appropriate violations, we will remove this content immediately. Third
party information on our website www.build-your-vision.eu are marked clearly visible, either as a quote or
a foreign article.

All offers on www.build-your-vision.eu website are non-binding and without any obligation. The Court of
Competent Jurisdiction is Aschaffenburg/Germany.
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Cookies

Our website uses cookies. For more information please refer to our Privacy Policy.

  

Copyright

The contents and work compiled by the operators of these pages are subject to German copyright law. The
reproduction, processing, distribution, and any form of use exceeding the copyright law require the written
permission of the respective author or originator. Downloads and copies of this page are only permitted for
private, non-commercial use. Insofar as the contents of this page were not compiled by the operator, the
copyrights of third parties are respected. In particular, the contents of third parties are marked as such. All
labels, trademarks, brands and company names mentioned on this web project are product names,
company names or brand names of their respective owners.

Should you nonetheless notice a copyright infringement, we would ask you to please point it out to us. At
the point where infringements of law become known to us, we will immediately delete such contents.
Please use the contact form.

The brand build your vision® is is a registered and protected brand throughout the European Union (EU).
Please refer to "European Union Intellectual Property Office" https://euipo.europe.eu, and WIPO (World
Intellectual Propperty Organization) www.wipo.int (Application No.: 009260423)

  

Disclosure or of Minimizing

Should our website violate legal provisions, yours or the rights of third parties, we ask you for a message in
this regard without any cost note. Send this message to andreas.mielke@build-your-vision.eu We hereby
assure to examine the procedure immediately and to remove or correct the complained pictures, texts,
links immediately, without the involvement of a legal adviser is required from your side.

The involvement of a lawyer to obtain a fee-based warning for Andreas Mielke and its website does not
correspond to its real or presumed intention, and thus would be a violation of § 13 Abs. 5 UWG (§ 242
BGB), because of the persecution of extraneous targets as a dominant theme of initiation; especially the
target of acquisition of legal fees as main reason. This would be a breach of the basic duty to minimize
damages.

Any costs incurred without prior contact with us will be rejected in full and, if necessary, trigger a
counterclaim for breach of the aforementioned provisions.

  

Liability for links

We provide links to external third-party websites whose contents are beyond our control. The
responsibility for the contents of the linked pages is always held by the provider or operator of the pages.

https://build-your-vision.eu/privacy-policy.html
https://build-your-vision.eu/request-new-password.html
mailto:andreas.mielke@build-your-vision.eu


Constant control of the contents of the linked pages is not justifiable without concrete evidence of a
violation. Should violations become known, such links will be immediately removed.
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